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The ECLEVA Readiness report identified CRM Hotspots, which provided quick wins to
engage and empower staff.  It was thought that giving staff a level of autonomy with the
new system would encourage them to use the system and embrace the resulting changes
to their work practices. ECLEVA was confident that the deployment of a well-conceived
and well implemented CRM strategy would result in a more consistent and systematic
approach to customers, increase enrolments, provide better decision making information
and give staff greater job satisfaction.

Importantly, ECLEVA found that TAFE QLD SW’s requirements were sufficiently clear and 
concise not to warrant a pilot deployment. ECLEVA recommended a phased roll-out,
tracking experiences to maximize the benefit of phase 1 experiences in the subsequent
phases that would go onto embrace Contact Management, Correspondence Tracking
and Distribution, Data Migration, Activity Management, Campaign Management and
Enquiry Management.

Powering Through the Project

Backed by the hearty endorsement from TAFE QLD SW executive and the CRM team,
ECLEVA set about crafting the precise configuration of the Customer Management system.

Of specific importance to the configuration was the consistent focus on the underlying 
business drivers:

Close the customer enquiry and feedback loop.

Improve customer accountability and visibility at various levels throughout TAFE QLD SW.

Manage the multitude of Customer Touch-points, including electronic and more  
manual channels.

TAFE QLD SW had 6 months to deploy their CRM strategy and re-engineer its business
processes to prepare for the next student recruitment cycle.  Commencing in June, the 
ECLEVA Readiness Report was completed by August. Configuration commenced in
November with user training early in December ready for a Go Live later that month.

The Outcome

The combination of a robust system, usability and an enthusiastic team meant that come
January enrolment, TAFE QLD SW handled a peak of 8,000 enquiries with next day
dispatch of requested information.  

We can now track leads to enrolments.  We now have quality data  
upon which to make informed decisions regarding our curriculum.

says Julie Poole, Customer Service Manager.

The new system is distributed to all faculties with 55 power users across the Institute.
Facility Administration uses the system to track their individual contacts. As was originally
intended, the Customer Service Centre is now the main customer enquiry “go-to” point
within the institute and the funnel through which all enquiries are processed.

There is a growing trust between the Faculties and Customer 
Service now they’re confident we’re responding to all enquiries 
in a consistent and reliable way.

         observes Julie Poole.

“The system is so flexible and open,” says TAFE QLD SW CRM specialist “We’re considering 
using it as a toolkit for a number of other requirements. The framework and technology
makes it easy to integrate with our other systems.”

Case Study: Implementing an Effective Customer 
Relationship Management - QLD Australia

The Challenge

TAFE Queensland is a vocational education and training institution that has been serving 
Queensland for more than 130 years. With over 500 programs to offer, annual enrolment can 
reach more than 120,000 students across its 52 campuses in six Queensland and various 
international regions.

120,000
  annual enrolment

300
users

The Need
TAFE Queensland was looking for a single platform for all 52 campuses that effectively and 
efficiently manages all commercial partner data, processes and reporting with a simple 
interface and easy to use functions.

TAFE Queensland’s current system for managing commercial engagements was inefficient in 
addressing its business to business (B2B) needs.

The lack of a single central CRM system posed the following challenges for TAFE 
Queensland:

Variable guidelines for managing and recording commercial transactions across its network of 
regions and campuses.

Multiple systems for tracking commercial enquiries across its 52 campuses.

Different controls for data input and quality across various business functions as a result of 
varying use of terminology to describe the same things.

Multiple ways to monitor revenue coming from industry partners and industry sectors. 

As a result, TAFE Queensland was experiencing multiple and inconsistent relationships for 
their long-term partnerships with government agencies or private companies that want to use 

TAFE Queensland as their training provider and subsequently reducing its commercial 
opportunities. 

TAFE Queensland was looking for  a well-developed B2B CRM platform that was easy to use 
by their commercial directors, business developers, contract managers, sales officers, 
commercial directors, faculty directors, and teaching staff handing the business delivery.

http://www.ecleva.com/services/crm-and-xrm-solutions/
http://tafeqld.edu.au/


TAFE QUEENSLAND SOUTH WEST — MANAGING 
THE STUDENT ENQUIRY AND FEEDBACK LOOP

The Challenge

Serving the growing training needs of Brisbane’s expanding population in the southwest 
corridor, TAFE Queensland South West (TAFE QLD SW) needed a better way to engage
with their students, the community, and the industry. With 11,000 full-time students and
450 staff, this was no mean feat.

These were the areas that TAFE QLD SW needed to work on:

The newly established Corporate Business Development Unit needed an integrated
sales and marketing system to build its fee for service business

Customer Service Centre wanted to quickly and efficiently capture and track student  
engagement and make it easier for students to obtain course information and enrol

Further, institute stakeholders trying to win business for TAFE QLD SW were frustrated due  
to a lack of organisational knowledge about the relationship between the institute and
its customers; be they corporate clients, workplace trainers or single-subscriber students.

In this environment, existing customer information was spread across the organisation
and mostly contained in spreadsheets, Access databases, or on paper. This system 
posed several challenges:

No central repository

No consistent way of tracking customer enquiries and

No way of co-relating enquiries to enrolments, marketing efforts, or student demand
for the courses available.

What TAFE QLD SW Institute needed was a well-conceived Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) strategy; a user friendly, easy to customise and maintain, value for 
money system and a blueprint for implementation.

Considering the Alternatives

With a draft set of requirements, TAFE QLD SW knew they’d need to engage specialised,
independent industry expertise to assess and articulate the how, when, and where of
their CRM implementation.

We chose ECLEVA because of their experience and expertise
in Education. ECLEVA had already successfully installed CRM 
at similar institutions. Their references were impeccable.

says Garth O’Mara.

Working with key stakeholders, ECLEVA held a series of workshops to qualify TAFE QLD SW’s
state of readiness. This included a review of their status and key environmental considerations
for a successful deployment of the new Customer Management System.  High-level user and
technical requirements were presented and CRM hotspots identified. ECLEVA presented a
CRM Solution Map aligned to the Institute’s project goals with clear recommendations
about how to proceed, a viable timetable and estimated costs.

500+
programs

52
Campuses

The Solution
ECLEVA was engaged to identify and implement an effective CRM solution for commercial 
engagement across their campuses.

ECLEVA recommended TAFE Queensland introduce a specially configured EduRe Suite for 
Commercial Engagement for managing TAFE Queensland’s leads, funding source tenders, 
contracts, preferred supplier tenders, 3rd party partnerships, marketing, and other relationship 
development activities.

The EduRe Suite provides the following client required features:

Built on Microsoft Dynamics 365 for ease of use and better security for TAFE Queensland’s 
data.

Can be tailored to meet virtually any education institute scenario.

Can automate key business functions.

Leverages the analytical power of Microsoft’s reporting engine and Power BI.
Store partnership agreements in a central location and track agreement status. 

ECLEVA delivered the business solution on time and within budget using five key phases: 

Phase 1: Determine and Align Standards, Processes and Skills. 
Facilitated several workshops with TAFE Queensland Subject Matter Experts to agree on a 
set of commercial engagement standards, business process, skills and terminology.

Phase 2: Configure and Build a Cloud Solution Platform in Line with Client Objectives. 
Configured EduRe Commercial Engagement applications using the Waterfall methodology 
to meet the requirements outlined in Phase 1.

Phase 3. Change Management & Training Strategy.
ECLEVA with TAFE Queensland’s support conducted a 4 week face-to-face and skype 
workshop training sessions for approx. 300 users. A detailed knowledge base was created 
and maintained on a central portal that had contextual access via Dynamics 365.

Phase 4: Cloud Solution D elivery.
Delivery was undertaken via Microsoft Dynamics 365 and Microsoft Azure to reduce 
hardware costs and improve collaboration with the developers if the CRM system needs to 
be scaled.

Phase 5: Ongoing Support and Service Delivery.
ECLEVA will continue to provide TAFE Queensland users with any trouble shooting issues 
that arise.

Result
By streamlining commercial engagement processes using EduRe and Microsoft Dynamics 
365, TAFE Queensland achieved the following outcomes:

A common standard or processes and rules for engaging with commercial clients

An ability to see ALL commercial engagement activities and contracts across the State

A view of all potential and won commercial contracts

A revenue cash flow statement by month, team and regions for all won business

A view of all 3rd party agreements such as; community engagement, co-delivery 
partnerships, matriculation partnerships across the state

A central repository for all commercial engagement leading to a well managed client 
engagement

Alignment of training and skill development of staff to large-scale project delivery

Alignment of education and training to employability skills. 

https://education.ecleva.com/
mailto:info@ecleva.com
https://www.ecleva.com/sectors/education/
https://www.ecleva.com/sectors/education/


Client Quote:

TAFE Queensland needed a central view of all commercial engagement 
across the state and due to ECLEVA’s education domain expertise, Microsoft 
Dynamics 365 knowledge and the EduRe Suite of Commercial Engagement
Applications they were the perfect partner. The project ran smoothly and was
delivered on time. “

”Client Star Satisfaction

- Mr Dean Sedgman, Chief Information Officer, TAFE Queensland.

After the training, ECLEVA conducted a survey and below are the key results:

65% of the respondents rated their overall training experience as Very Good. 

78% noted that the knowledge and information they gained from the training met their
expectations. 

100% agreed that the training achieved the programmed objectives. 

To speak to one of our experts and find out how ECLEVA can help your business optimize your 
CRM platform, click here.

About ECLEVA
ECLEVA is an Australian-based, leading expert in developing business technology solutions for 
different sectors. The company offers a wide-range of services including CRM, XRM, document/
content management, mobility solutions, and business support. 

With more than 20 years of experience working in the education sector, ECLEVA has 
developed the EduRe suite - pre-built, customisable applications that can be used by 
universities and TAFEs to build long-term commercial partnerships and improve the student 
experience. 

Learn how ECLEVA can help your business manage your customer database by clicking here.

To learn more about ECLEVA’s 
Student and Commercial 
Engagement solutions, visit our 
education page. Or if you have 
any queries, don’t hesitate to 
contact us.
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